“Community Integrated Management Plans” (CIM Plans)
Intentions of CIM Plans - Ridge to Reef

- Informed by communities and technical experts
- Government and community partnership
- Integrated planning - mix of hard solutions, soft solutions, governance and livelihood solutions
- Long term implementation plan - extensive consultation; technical analysis, implementation and monitoring
- Living document - Ownership and Responsibility amongst different stakeholders to implement
- Packaged for ease of reference of development partners and local investments
How will CIM Plans build the capacity of villages in responding to the impacts of Climate Change

- By building / strengthening the surrounding and supporting environment of the community by improving the state of their Infrastructure / Ecosystems / Livelihood and Governance

- By offering a packaged document with identified interventions that communities can use to leverage funds for implementation

- By sharing responsibility to manage and contribute to the development of their own villages / districts

- Samoa owns these documents - communities / NGOs / CSOs and Government